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‘Til Death Do Us Part seems like an eternity! 

Everybody knows this "Formerly" married couple... After it ends badly, suddenly EVERYBODY seems to 
chime in -- after the fact..."We ALL know they should never have gotten married in the first place." 

 
The reality is it happens over 50% of the time these days. Here's the problem as we see it. Prior to the 
marriage, everybody's so caught up in the excitement of the pending nuptials, nobody does anything 

about the obviously mismatched couple. We're out to change ALL that... with a little help from our friends. 
Now in Wedding Intervention, IS there's chance for salvation and a possibility of saving this great 

institution before it’s too late?  
 

Host Rachel Reenstra has a Masters Degree in Psychology. She’s a life coach and comedian. As host 
of Wedding Intervention, She’ll need all her powers and skills to keep our couples in check. 

 
In Wedding Intervention... 

The wedding party, family and friends have the last word. In an effort to save the couple from a lifetime of 
misery, unknowingly, our bride-to-be and loving husband are confronted by all concerned just days 
before the blessed event in an attempt to help avoid what everybody else plainly sees as an obvious 

catastrophe. 
After we talk with small town dress makers and scour weekly and daily newspaper/web wedding notices 
for the best candidates, we discretely arrange to have the chosen wedding party... groom's side on this 
side of the plane, bride's side over here... fly to Las Vegas for what they think is an all-expenses paid 

wedding they've won. 
At a separately choreographed dinner/cocktail event for each group of family and friends, we initiate the 

Intervention and watch how everybody REALLY feels. 
Each show features the groom's close knit friends clearing the air for half of the show with the other half 

of the show spotlighting the Bride's wedding party and family embarking on the same journey. 
As each side airs their grievances and points out the obvious problems, faults and potential pitfalls of this 

union, or the likelihood that it WILL work. During the intervention, our results are revealed... 
 

Do we make it to the magic moment? Do you take this woman to be your lawfully wedded wife?  
Do you take this man to be your lawfully wedded husband? 

OR 
Is this more a case of... 

After discussing this with my friends and family: "No Thank You. No Thank You Very Much." 
We’ll ALL Find OUT… On Wedding Intervention 
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